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Abstract

Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k and let H ‘&zA + A, h @ LI - h.a, be an action
of H on a commutative local Noetherian k-algebra (A,m). We say that this action is linearizable if there exists a minimal system XI,. .x,, of generators of the maximal ideal m such that
h .s, E kxl +
+ kx,, for all h E H and i = I,. , n. In the paper we prove that the actions from a
certain class are linearizable (see Theorem 4), and we indicate some consequences of this fact.
@ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
lVc)l Mirth. Sul7j. C’ltr.s.s.: l6W30

H be a Hopf algebra over k with comultiplication d : H 4 H :,:
S : H + H, and counity G: H + k. Recall that a (left) action
of H on a k-algebra A is a left H-module structure 7: H 8 A +A on A as a vector space over k (as usual, we write ~(h @a) = h.a) such that h. 1.4= ~(h)l,~ and
Let k be a field and let

H ( :$ = ‘%/,), antipode

.y) for all hrH,
x,y~A,
and ~h(l,@~IzC2)=d(h).
In other
h.(X-)~)=C(hcl,.x)(h~z,
words, A together with ;I is an H-module algebra, see [7, IO]. Recall also that such
an action is said to be locally finite if A, as an H-module, is a union of its finite
dimensional submodules. If H is a finite-dimensional
vector space, then clearly every
action of H on a k-algebra A is locally finite.
In this paper we consider only actions of H on commutative k-algebras.
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Given an action of H on an algebra A, we say that an ideal I in A is H-invariant
if h.x~l

for all h E H and XE 1, i.e., if I is a submodule

of A, as an H-module.

checks that if an idea1 I in A is H-invariant,

then all its powers Ii are

One readily

also H-invariant,

and so the quotient

H-modules

I’lli,

,j > i, are defined.

Definition 1. An action of H on a local noetherian algebra (A,m) is called linearizable
if there exists a minima1 system xi,. . . ,x, of generators of the maximal ideal m such
that h.x,~kxi

+...+kx,

for i=l,...,n

and ~EH.

Remark 2. If an action of H on a local noetherian

algebra (A,m) is linearizable,

then it

is easy to see that the maxima1 idea1 m is H-invariant,
and that for each basis zI,
,z,,
of m/m2 over the quotient field A/m, there are yi , . . . , y, in m such that y, + m2 = z;
and h.yiEkyl

+...+ky,

for i=l,...,

n and hEH.

Definition 3. The Hopf algebra H is called (left) finitely semisimple
dimensional H-module is semisimple.

if each left finite-

Examples of finitely semisimple Hopf algebras are:
1. H = kG, where G is a finite group with (lG(,char k) = 1.
2. H = k[X]/(f),
where k is of characteristic
p>O, f‘ is of the form t,,Xf
t,l-,xf”
+ . . .+toX
witht~#O,andd(x)=x@l+l@xforx=X+(f’).
3. H = U(L) - the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional,
L over k (k is supposed to have characteristic 0).
Notice that if the Hopf algebra H is finitely semisimple
finite action of H on an algebra A, then every submodule
semisimple.
The main purpose

semisimple

+

Lie algebra

and H %A + A is a locally
of A, as an H-module,

is

of this note is to prove the following.

Theorem 4. Let 7 : H @ A --f A he an action of’ the Hopf algebra H on u locul noetherian algebra (A,m) such that its maximal ideal m is H-invariant and k e A/m. Then
the action is linearizable if and only if the H surjection p: m 4 m/m2 admits an H
retraction

t : m/m2 + m such that pt = Id. Such a t exists

in each of the follo\ting

cases:
(1) There exists a semisimple H-submodule
m’ of’ A such that Am’ = m.
(2) A is a complete locaf ring and the H-modules m/m’, i> 1, are semisimple.
In particular, if H is jnitely semisimple, then the action 7 is linearizable if the action
is locally jinite or iJ’ the local ring A is complete.
Proof. First we show that the action ;’ is linearizable if there exists a homomorphism of
H-modules t : m/m2 + m such that pt =ld. For that purpose assume that such a t exists
and choose zi,
,z, E m which form a basis of m/m2 over A/m. Then for any h E H and
Then we
i= l,..., n h.z, = C;$ Uljz, for some Xii E k, since k z A/m. Set X, = t(Zi).
ClljZj)
= C,lIT
easily obtain that h. x, = h. t(zl) = t(h .zi) = t(cjIr
i=l , . . . ,n. By Nakayama Lemma the xi,. . ,x, form a minimal

LXljt(Zj)

=

CjIY;

Xqx,,

system of generators

of the ideal m, because their images form a basis of m/m’. This means that the action 1‘
is linearizable. Conversely, if the action ; is linearizable, then the above consideration
indicates how to define a homomorphism
Now, to prove statement

with Am’= 111.Then the homomorphism
is surjective

of H-modules

t : m/m2 --+m such that pt = Id.

(I ), suppose that m’ is a semisimple
of H-modules

(as Am’ =nz and k 21 A/m),

H-submodule

of .‘I

p’ : m’ - nf2,;m111,
p’(x) =.u+m’.

and the short exact sequence

of H-modules

splits. since any submodule of a semisimple module is its direct summand. Hence. it
follows that there is a homomorphism
of H-modules
t’ :/n/m’ -m’
with JI’~’ = kl.
Let t :m/m* + m be the composition

of t’ and the inclusion

III’ cm.

Then

clearly

pt =fd. and thus, by the first part of the proof, statement (I) is proved. Now suppose that the local ring A is complete and that the H-modules
m/m’, ,j>O, are
semisimple.
Similarly as above we need only to construct a homomorphism
of Hmodules f : m/m’ + m with pt = 1d. Let pi : m/nzi-” + m,lm1, j 2 2, be the homomorphisms of H-modules defined by pi(x+m j+’ ) =x + ml. Since A is complete. then, by
[2, Proposition

IO. 131, the natural

surjections

m + m/m’+‘,

j 2

I, induce

an isomor-

phism of H-modules m N Lim,{m/nz~m,
pj+l }j 2 1. Therefore, to construct a required
homomorphism
t : m/m’ -m,
it is sufficient to find homomorphisms
of H-modules
t, : nl!m’ - mlmlm = m/ml+‘, ,j > I, such that p,+ 1t,+l = t, for all j > 1 and tI = Id
We proceed by induction on ,j. Set tl = Id and assume that tl,.
. t, have been defined
for some ,i> 1. By semisimplicity
of m/m. ;+’ , there is a homomorphism of H-modules
I : mf’m,if’ - m/m’f’ such that p,+ll= Id. Hence if we put t,.,, = It,, then t,+l is a
homomorphism
of H-modules with ?;+I t,+l = pi+1 It, = t,. This completes the proof’
of statement (2), and consequently Theorem 4 follows.
C
Now we give a few consequences
In view of Examples
Corollary

,jnite

group

u rninirnul systmi

q(x,)Ek.rl

of Theorem

a direct consequence

4.
of Theorem

4 is the following.

5. Let (A, m) he u locurl ai~grbrrr ltlith k E A/m.

( I ) For uq
rsists

l-3,

+...+kx,,.fiw

of’ A H+th (ICI, char k) = I thcw

G qj’ uutomorphisms

o/’ generutors
al/~g~G

xl,.

u&i=],....

,x,, of’ tlir nlusitnul

ideal m such thut

n.

(2) [f chur k = p > 0 crnd d : A + A is u derivution of’ A .swh that d(m) c nz untl
d .suti,sfic.s un eyuution ,f’(d) = 0 with ,f(X) = t,XI“ -t t,_ I,Y/“- +
+ toX, tit A.
to # 0, then thaw

rsists

u rninimul system

of’ generutor.s x1, . . ,.Y,, of’ m suth

thtrf

d(x, ) E kxl +
+ kx,, .fbr i = I,. . , n. Moreoner. iJ’ thr ,jeld k is uiq~braicully closrtl,
u niinirnul system of’ yenrrutors
x1 , . ,x,, can he chosen in such u IIYI~~that d(s, ) = i,s,.
i = I,. . . n, where all 3.‘~ ure roots CI~the equation j’(X) = 0 in h,
(3 ) Supposr tfzut L is u ,finitr-dinlmsionul,
semisinlplt~ Lit ulq~~hru ol:er k, chur k = 0.
and i, : L + DerA is u morphism qf Lie ulqrbras such thut j,(a)(m) c m .fi,r a EL. Thaw
therr exists a minimal system of generators xl, . . .A-,,c!f’m sd1 tllut ~(u)(_v,
) t kx, .++ kx,, ,fbr all a E L and i = 1.. . _,n.

Remark.

For A=k[[Y,,...,

[l, Lemma

(6.4)].

in [I I, Proposition
Corollary

Y,]] the

For A=C[[Y,

part

of statement

Y,,]] and f. =s1(2,@)

(2)

statement

follows

from

(3) was proved

2.11.

6 (Well known).

V is an qfine

second

,...,

vuriety

Suppose

thut

the ,jield k is ulgehraicull~~

with u regular action

G dejined o~:er k). Moreor:er, suppose

qf’ u lineor ulgebruic

closed

und

group G (V und

thut XE V is such thut the isotropy> subgroup

G_y= (g E G, .CI.X =x> is linearly reductive.
ulgebru 0~:~~ is linearizuble.

Then the induced action of G, on the locul

Proof. Let k [ V] denote the algebra of the regular functions. Then the action of G on c/
induces a (locally finite) action of the Hopf algebra H = kG, on k [ V] and Or,, = k [ V],,I,
(given by (q.f)(u)=f(~~~‘~)

for gEG,Y, J’Ek[V]

or ,f’~Orf,.~, and REV).

We obtain

that nlT1,
-the maximal (H-invariant)
ideal in k[ V] corresponding to x ~ is a semisimple
H-submodule
of OV,,~,because G.Yis linearly reductive. Furthermore, m,Ygenerates the
maximal ideal of Or/,_Y.The conclusion now follows, by part (1) of Theorem 4. 0
Remark

7. Without

any assumption

on G, there always

exists a system

of genera-

tors f;,
, .f;. of mrOc,,.y not necessarily minimal such that g.J’; E kf, + . . + kf;. for
i = 1,. . , r and all g E G. This is so since V can be G-equivariantly
embedded as a
closed subvariety of an affine n-space with a linear action.
In the characteristic zero case G, is linearly
the orbit Gx is closed [6].
In order to formulate

the next results,

reductive

let us recall

if G is linearly

that given

reductive

an action

Hopf algebra H on an algebra A, AH = {a E A, vhE~ h .a = l:(h)a} is a subalgebra
called the ulgebru of’invuriunts.
the symmetric

(graded)

algebra

and

of the
in A

If V is a vector space over k, then an action of H on
S(V) = @, > 0 S’(V) is said to be linear if h. V c V

for each hi H or, equivalently,
if h.S’( V) cS’( V) for hi H, i > 0. In particular, an
action of H on the algebra of polynomials k[XI,
,X,] = S(kXI + . + kX,,) is linear
if h.X;EkXl
+ ... + kX,? for all hEH and i= 1,. . . , n. Obviously, any linear action
of H on S(V) is locally finite, whenever V is finite-dimensional,
and S( V)H is a
graded subalgebra of S(V). Exactly in the same manner as for the rational actions of
linear algebraic groups on algebras (see, e.g., [4, Ch. V]) one proves the following.
Proposition 8. Assume thut H is jinitely semisimple and H 3 A + A hs u locully jinite
uction oj’H on un ulgebru A.
(1) [f A is noetheriun,
then the algebra oj’ incariunts AH is ulso noetheriun.
Moreover, iJ’ A = S( V ), where V is oj’jinite dimension, and the uction is linear, then
S(V) H is u ,jinitely generuted k-ulgebru.
(2) Jf’H is cocommututice
(i.e., tA = A, lrlhere t : H ~C$Z
H + H ~$3H is u lineur mup
given bJ>t(x @ y) = y BX) und A is ,finitely generated, then AH is ulso jinitelJ> generated.

Now we can prove.
Theorem 9. Suppose that the Hopf

ulcyebru H is ,finitrly

semisimple,

Y,]], und thut H ucts on A in such u wuy thut the musirnul

A = k [[ YI , .

idrul

,

m of’ A is H-

incariunt.

( I ) There

exist XI,.

kX,, .f&r htH,
(2)

j=

l,...,

Thr nuturul

. ,X,, in m such thut A = k[[XI..
structure

ulyrbra

of’ S(mjm2 jH m the topoloyy
(3) A H is a conipletr

f

n.

H-module

qf' H on thr symmetric

. ,X,,]] mrt h .X, E kXI +

on m/m’
j such

S(mlm’

&$nrd

e.utends (uniyurl~~ j to u hrur.

thut A” is isomorphic

by thr po,zws

locul noetheriun

uction

to the complt)tion

qf’ its irreleuunt

muxiwd

i&d.

riny.

Part (I j of the theorem is a consequence of part (2) of Theorem 4. As for part
(2), notice that if X1, . . .,X, are as in part (1 j, then the restriction of the action of H
on A gives us a linear action of H on k[X] = k[XI, . . ,&I. Hence, by means of the isoi = I,.
, II,
morphism of k-algebras F : k[X] * S(m/m' j determined by F(X,) =X,+m’,
we may define a unique linear action of H on S(m/m* j such that F(h ..f’) = h .F(,f’)
Proof.

for h E H and ,f’E k[X].

It follows

that F induces

an isomorphism

of the complc-

tions of the graded algebras k[XIH and S(m/m* ji’ in the topologies defined by the
powers of the corresponding irrelevant maximal ideals. Therefore, to prove (2), it suffices to show that the algebra AH is isomorphic

of k[XIH

to the completion

in the

M = (Xl,.
,X,,) n k[XIH-adic topology. It is clear that AH is isomorphic to the completion of k[X] H in the topology defined by the degree. Moreover, from Proposition
8( 1) we know that k[XIH

is a finitely

generated

(graded)

k-algebra.

In view of [5,

11.2.1, 6(vi)], this implies that the topology in k[XIH defined by the degree is equivalent to the M-adic topology. So, part (2 j is proved. Part (3 j of the theorem follows
from the proof of part (2), since it has been shown above that AH is the completion
tl
of the noetherian algebra k [XIH in the M-adic topology.
An immediate
Example

consequence

1 is the following

par. 5, Example

of part (2) of the above theorem
particular

case of the main

applied

to H from

result of [9] (see also, [3,

71).

10. If’ G is u ,finite yroup of uutomorphisms
of’ tht~ ulyebru
k[[X]] =
,X,,]] sue/z thut (/Cl, chur k) = 1 uncl thr imugr of’G under thr inducrd hornorwrphisrn
qf’ yroups G + GL(mlm’),
m = (Xl,.
,X,,). is N (,finittJ) rclfirction yroup,
Corollary

k [[Xl,.

then the ulyyehru qf’ irwuriunts

k[[X]]

is isomorphic

to k [[Xl].

Now let us assume that the field k is algebraically closed and V is an algebraic
variety over k. Moreover, let G be a finite group acting (regularly) on V in such
a way that each point of V is contained in an affine G-invariant
subset of V (this
assumption is verified in case V is quasiprojective).
Then the space of orbits V:G has
a natural structure of algebraic variety and the natural map 71: V + V/G is a finite

morphism

of varieties,

maximal

see [8, Ch. 11, par. 7, Theorem

I]. Let st

ideal in Or,,.,. Then the action of G on V induces

group G,. on the completion
vector space nz,/mz.
S(nz,/m.f).

GIL., of the ring Oi,,, and a linear action of G, on the

The latter action induces

In this situation

V and let m,r be the

an action of the isotropy

the following

in turn an action of G on the algebra

holds.

Proof. Part (1) is known in the case where G, =(e) [8, Ch. II. par. 7, Theorem 11.
The proof easily carries over to the general case. As for part (2) in view of regularity
of x, G ~‘,,=k[[& ,..., X,]] (for some n), whence, using (l), ~l’,~;,~(_~)ri(~~,~)“l E
[[Xl..
,X,,]] ‘1. The conclusion now follows from part (2) of Theorem 9 applied to
H =kG,y.

0
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